"Current Bibliography" is an annotated index of research on recording history that has appeared recently in small circulation journals. To be indexed here an article must be in English, be reasonably substantive, and deal with recording history — as opposed to musicology, sociology, or contemporary subjects such as record reviews. "W/D" or "discog." indicates that the article was accompanied by something at least remotely resembling a discography.

Issues covered this time were received between March and September, 1994. If you contact one of these publications or authors, please mention ARSC and "Current Bibliography."

Notes

We welcome two publications to our little honor roll this issue. West Coast collector and English teacher Tim Gracyk is the publisher of the latest collector's periodical, the oddly named *Victrola and 78 Journal*. Each issue contains several short, informed articles about early twentieth century recordings (mostly popular). A running feature is "My Ten Most Played 78 Records," consisting of top ten lists submitted by various collectors with their reasons for choosing each. There are some interesting choices. The other publication joining us is *The Mississippi Rag*, which has been around for 20 years but which we have just caught up with. It is a monthly on newsprint, focussing on traditional jazz performers.

Those interested in discographies of 78 rpm era English labels will want to obtain Arthur Badrock's handy bibliography of same, appearing in *The Historic Record*, No. 31. Badrock lists discographies appearing in books, pamphlets and articles, several by himself. On the American front, ARSC member Kurt Nauck has undertaken the daunting task of compiling a catalog of "every 78 rpm and cylinder recording made in the United States!" (sic — the exclamation point is his). This is basically a compilation of individual label lists and discographies compiled by many others, and nearly half a million computerized entries are said to be in hand already. The entire database is to be published on CD ROM, those little silver computer discs that can hold enormous amounts of information. A laudable project, and we wish him well.

Kurt may also need your support on another front. As Chairman of the ARSC Dealer's Committee, he has undertaken a project to develop a standardized approach to record grading, described elsewhere in this issue. The mere thought of such a bold
venture by ARSC drew a front page editorial attack from Gene Joslin, editor of the widely-read *Joslin's Jazz Journal* (May, 1994), who screamed, “WHO ASKED THEM!...WHERE HAVE THEY BEEN?... You have to wonder about the self-anointed presumption of whoever decided the ARSC should undertake this crusade.” Joslin allowed Kurt a lengthy rebuttal in the August, 1994 issue. Perhaps more significantly the August letters column was filled with reaction from Joslin’s readers, nearly all of it supporting the ARSC initiative. Stay tuned, sparks are flyin’!

Researchers may be interested in articles which have recently appeared on two important public archives. Member Elwood McKee has provided an overview and access guide to the Library of Congress collections in *The Record Collector*, Vol. 39 No. 2; and the surprisingly extensive Goodspeed Opera House Library and Archives is profiled in *Show Music*, Winter 1992/93 (Vol. 8 No. 4).

---

**Lies That Will Not Die #5: “A Dangerous Book”**

More than four years ago I reviewed at length a book called *Pop Memories*, by Joel Whitburn (*ARSC Journal* 1990;21[1]:134-141). It was alleged to be a compilation and index of best selling record charts from 1890 to 1954, complete with highest chart position reached, weeks on the charts, best sellers by decade, lists of “#1 Hits,” etc. In fact there were no real national charts until 1940, and the author had made up the earlier rankings based on a clumsy misreading of scattered original and secondary sources. Basically, records that are interesting and collectible today were given high “chart positions,” uninteresting records were shunted aside (though they may have been huge sellers), and hits were shuffled on-and-off the “charts” in rock-era fashion, showing none of the longer-term popularity which individual records actually had in the early 1900s. In addition, all the old lies about million sellers (7 million copies supposedly sold of Vernon Dalhart’s “The Prisoner’s Song,” 5 million of Gene Austin’s “My Blue Heaven,” a million of Bessie Smith’s “Down Hearted Blues,” etc.) were dutifully enshrined. In all, it was a dreadful misrepresentation of record sales in the early 1900s.

I called it “a dangerous book” because it looked so technically precise, with all those numbers, and because Whitburn has a well-earned reputation for accuracy for his fine indexes of real, post-1940 charts. That has been the case. Within the last few years, RCA has released a multi-CD set called “Nipper’s Greatest Hits” (1901-on), prominently featuring Whitburn’s “chart positions”; Rhino has a new series of “Pop Memories” CD’s featuring them; even the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, in its fancy 1991 Grammys book (Stephen Holden, “All Roads Still Lead to New York,” *The 33rd Grammy Annual Awards* published by NARAS, 1991), ran a historical article on recording in New York that repeated many of the same canards.

A Texas collector who is writing the definitive biography of Billy Murray plans to use *Pop Memories* extensively, I am told. He is not alone. The author proudly claims in his sales brochure that *Pop Memories* “is by far one of our all-time best sellers — a proven favorite with our readers!”

A cynic once said that history is nothing but “lies agreed upon.” I have never believed that, but sometimes you wonder if Gresham had a point.

---

**Oh Yeah, Mr. Smarty Pants?**

Not that we’re immune to mistakes. Member Allen Koenigsberg points out a recurrent
error right here in “Current Bibliography,” involving citations for the discovery of the world’s oldest playable recording, which was made around 1880 (ARSC Journal 1992;23[2]:252-276). A number of writers, myself included, have sometimes referred to the maker as inventor Thomas Lambert. Allen points out that Thomas Lambert made the celluloid Lambert cylinders of the early 1900s; the 1880 inventor was named Frank Lambert. Oops!

The “CB” Awards

In this age of awards, we end with well-deserved recognition for a few publications which have gone beyond mere paper and ink to achieve something truly special for their readers. Or their attempted readers. Please give a big hand for the...

“Most Ruthless Binding Award” — to The Absolute Sound, a fine, slick review journal which almost dares you to find out what’s inside; it is bound so tightly that if you try to lay it open, it snaps shut like a bear trap on your fingers!

“Fastest Text Tango Award” — previously presented to Goldmine, whose long, rambling articles bob and weave through the 200-page issues, hop-skipping over advertising sections so confusingly that you wonder where they’re going next. If they happen to leave out a “go to page_____” at the bottom of a page, you’re lost! But you will surely see every one of those many ads the article wraps itself around, which is perhaps the point.

“Slowest Text Tango: Will I Live to See This Finished Award” — without doubt to Record Research, whose listing of the huge Plaza Matrix Series began in July 1961 and continues today, in tiny installments, even though the original author died years ago and the magazine itself seems to be on life-support (the last issue came out a year and a half ago). May Editor Len Kunstadt live to be 100! Make that 120.

“Most Pretentious Title Award” — to Popular Music and Society, home of such treatises as “The Perils of Commodity Fetishism: Tin Pan Alley’s Portrait of the Romantic Marketplace, 1920-1942” and “Sun, Sea, Sex and Senoritas: ‘Shorthand’ Images of Ethnicity, Ethos and Gender in Country Songs Set in the Circum-Caribbean.” Of course, PM&S was also the home of one of the best, or at least funniest, academic articles ever written on rock ‘n’ roll (in my humble opinion). “Wo-Uh-Ho Peggy Sue: Exploring a Teenage Queen Linguistically” in Vol. 2 No. 3 (Spring 1973) was a dead-on analysis by a professional linguist of the true secret of Buddy Holly’s success: the aspirated glottal stop. It is, he explained, a sort of “glorified hiccup... but even if it’s a belch, it’s a very sincere belch.”

“Most ‘Down-Home’ Award” goes to In The Groove, the newsletter of the Michigan Antique Phonograph Society, full of newsy chatter and some of the friendliest collectors you could ever hope to meet. Reports of society meetings can actually make your mouth water (“As in previous picnic meetings at the Gearhart’s, the assortment of fried chicken, salads, side dishes and desserts was plentiful and delicious. Cold drinks covered in ice really hit the spot on a warm and humid summer evening. The milk shakes made on vintage mixers were delightful...” STOP! I’M SALIVATING!!).

And finally, the “That’s Incredible! Award” goes to Allen Koenigsberg’s Antique Phonograph Monthly, which is probably packed with more startling discoveries and research breakthroughs per square inch than any journal published. Who can resist articles like “Balloon Fell on Him” (11:2), “Elam Gilbert, An Insane Person: The Mystery of an Unknown Phonograph Inventor” (8:9), “A Brief History of Cylinder Record Cores” (7:1), “His Master’s Casket” (revealing — maybe — that Nipper was
actually sitting on a casket)(6:7), "The Phonograph and the Statue of Liberty" (revealing an 1878 proposal to place a gigantic phonograph in the base of the statue, with which to blare out weather warnings to the entire city)(8:2), or the all-time classic "Gramophone-Foot," about a phonograph that was built into the preserved foot of a huge killer elephant (7:1)?

None of this is meant to belittle any of these fine publications. They have all contributed mightily to collecting and research. Just beware that a balloon might fall on you while you're skipping pages through a never-ending article, the subject of which you can't even understand, by an insane inventor, on the way to one of Mrs. Gearhart's delicious milk shakes. Unless the issue snaps shut on your fingers first.
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Popular, General
Aldrich, Ronnie, obit., by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Spring 1994, p.19-20
Artists, Various, “Visiting Artists to Australia from 1945-Onwards,” lists foreign artists visiting the country, from 1945 (Gracie Fields) to 1948 (Miklos Gafni), Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.3-6
Berlin, Irving, “Maxim’s Revisited,” by David Sager, speculates that Berlin may have recorded the vocal on Columbia A1509, “Night Scene at Maxim’s” (1914), New
Amberola Graphic Apr 1994, p.18
Bernstein, Elmer (film composer), an interview by Daniel Mangodt & Luc Van de Ven, Soundtrack! Mar 1994, p.8-10
Bolton, Betty, “Alive and Well,” by Bert Wilcox, Memory Lane Summer 1994, p.45
Brent, Tony, obit., by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Spring 1994, p.19
Children’s Recordings (1890-1990s) by Diana R. Tillson, “Children’s Musical Play: The Role of the Phonograph,” discusses and illus. examples from the Edison Talking Doll (c.1890) through numerous record series of the 78 rpm and microgroove era; includes an annotated catalog of childrens’ discs, Ephemera Journal Vol. 6 (1993), p.86-98
Chippindall, Edward (saxophonist), by Edward Chippindall, the artist remembers, Memory Lane Spring 1994, p.28-31
Columbia Dance Players (pseudonym), a list of bands using this name on Australian Columbia and Regal-Zonophone, 1931-1932, Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.8
Crosby, Bing, a letter from reader Arne Fogel contains numerous additions and corrections to a lengthy December 24, 1993 article on Crosby, Goldmine Apr 1, 1994, p.12,124
Dawn, Dolly, a brief sketch by Donald A. Burns, in “The Big Band Clock,” Record Finder Jun 1994, p.5
Dawson, Peter, 28 pseudonyms used by, Australasian Record & Music Review Jan 1994, p.24
Dennis, Denny, obit., by Bert Wilcox, Memory Lane Spring 1994, p.16-18
Donaggio, Pino (film composer), an interview by Daniel Mangodt & Luc Van de Ven, Soundtrack! Mar 1994, p.14-15
Dudley, S.H., “A Look at S.H. Dudley, Recording Pioneer,” by Tim Gracyk, discuss-
es both the white recording artist and black stage performer using that name in the early 1900s, *Victrola and 78 Journal* Fall 1994, p.32-37

Edison Advertising Record (1906), by Bevis Faversham & Jason Stryker, in “Confessions of the Record Zealot,” *Sound Box* May 1994, p.unnumbered


Folk, Robert (film composer), an interview by Philippe Blumenthal, *Soundtrack!* Jun 1994, p.11-16


Goodman, Benny, in the 1930s, by Alan Theodore, “From ‘Hunkadola’ to ‘Who’ll Buy My Bublitchki,’” *Joslin’s Jazz Journal* May 1994, p.6-8


Hall, Adelaide, obit., by Chris Hayes, *Memory Lane* Spring 1994, p.18-19


Ifukube, Akira (film composer), an interview by Wolfgang Breyer, *Soundtrack!* Jun 1994, p.20-23

Jurgens, Dick, on Regal-Zonophone (1940s Australian label), discog. of releases under the pseudonym The Modernists, 1940-1942, *Australasian Record & Music Review* Jan 1994, p.21


Lambert, Frank, “Was Frank Lambert First?”, by Aaron Cramer, suggests that the maker of the oldest surviving recording (c.1880) may have been recording as early as 1871, before either Edison or Charles Cros, *Hillandale News* Apr 1994, p.12-13

Lane, Burton (songwriter), by Bob Deal, *Memory Lane* Summer 1994, p.36-39
Lennox, Fred, Orchestra (pseudonym), a list of bands using this name on Australian Columbia and Regal-Zonophone, 1931-1932, Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.8


Mack, Mirth, about the obscure singer who recorded for Columbia in 1928, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1994, p.9


Mancini, Henry, a tribute by Matthias Budinger, Soundtrack! Jun 1994, p.24-26


Maybrick, Michael, “Mr. Maybrick and Mr. Adams,” by Peter Cliffe, Historic Record No. 31 (Apr 1994), p.21-23


Mills Brothers, The, on Gennett (1931), by Tom Tsotsi, in “Listening in the Amen Corner,” Joslin’s Jazz Journal May 1994, p.15

Motion Pictures, “Dance Bands on Film,” by Richard Johnson, discusses British bands of the 1930s and 1940s that made films, cont., Gunn Report No. 112 (1994), p.10

Miyamoto, Dennis, “Musical Theater on Record” (in the U.S.), by Ronald Penndorf, is a rather cursory historical overview, from the 1890s-on, Recollections Fall 1993, p.12-16


Petersen, Master Joe, “The Phenomenal Boy Singer,” by Frank Wappat, Memory Lane Summer 1994, p.40-41

Overseas Recorded Broadcast Service, “The ORBS Project,” by Peter Copeland, describes the military recording service run by Britain during World War II, and efforts to reconstruct its catalog, Historic Record No. 31 (Apr 1994), p.10-11

Petersen, Master Joe, “The Phenomenal Boy Singer,” by Frank Wappat, Memory Lane Summer 1994, p.40-41


Plummer, Sid, by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Summer 1994, p.12-16

Powell, Virginia, Edison Tone Test artist (1921), by Raymond Wile, “Virginia Powell in Kansas (An Edison Artist on the Tone Test Trail),” with original correspondence and a list of discs, New Amberola Graphic Apr 1994, p.4-6

Radio, Recording Companies Attitudes Toward, reprints a 1923 article from


Raskin, David (film composer), an interview by Daniel Mangodt, Soundtrack! Mar 1994, p.4-7

Record Collecting in the 1940s, by L. Brevoort Odell, in “Adventures in Collecting,” New Amberola Graphic Jan 1994, p.6-7


Recording Techniques, by Denis Harbour, “Some Thoughts on Early Recording Techniques” is a technical discussion covering air resonance, wavelength, etc., Hillandale News Aug 1994, p.93-99,102-104


Rozsa, Miklos (film composer), a filmography/discography, by Doug Raynes, Soundtrack! Jun 1994, p.34-57

“Save a Little Dram for Me” (song), transcription of the lyrics from Edison 50976, by Duke Rogers, Victrola and 78 Journal Summer 1994, p.unnumbered


Scott, Raymond, obit., New Amberola Graphic Jan 1994, p.19

“Second Fiddle” (1939 film), by Thomas Jackrell, a long, rambling article about Sonja Henie, her life, scandals, and recordings of songs from her film “Second Fiddle,” Joslin’s Jazz Journal Aug 1994, p.8-14,26,29,30


Shore, Dinah, obit., by William Ruhlmann, Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p.8

Smeck, Roy, obit., New Amberola Graphic Apr 1994, p.19


Suicides — “Kurt Cobain: The Death of a Reluctant Icon” by Gillian G. Garr, includes a list of 15 famous pop music suicides, Goldmine May 13, 1994, p.8-12


Tampa Blue Orchestra (pseudonym), a list of U.S. bands using this name on various Australian labels in the 1930s, Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.17

Temple, Nat (saxophonist), by Chris Hayes, Memory Lane Spring 1994, p.12-15


Trace, Al (1940s novelty singer), obit., Old Time Country Fall 1993/Winter 1994, p.48


Williams, Bert, “A Look at Bert Williams” by Tim Gracyk, analyzes his recordings in the context of a new biography by Eric Ledell Smith, and reissues on Pearl, *Antique Phonograph News* May/Jun 1994, p.3-8


**Labels (U.S. Unless Otherwise Indicated)**

Aeolian-Vocalion (1917 label), by Bill Triggs, an abbreviated matrix dating guide (1919-1924) and news of a forthcoming discography of the label, *Historic Record* No. 32 (Jul 1994), p.6-7


Angelus (1929 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Berliner (1890s label), by Kurt Nauck, “The (Late) American Berliner Block System” describes codes found on the label, *Historic Record* No. 31 (Apr 1994), p.7-9


Clifford (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Clifford Industries (1928 Australian label manufacturer), describes 15 labels marketed by the company during its short existence (1928-1931), many drawn from U.S. masters: Paramount, Electron, Angelus, Clifford, Embassy, Gracelon, Golden Tongue, Grand Pree, Melotone, Orpheus, Plaza, Regent, Starr, Sterling and Worth; also successor labels Lyric (1931) and Summit, *Australasian Record & Music Review* Jan 1994, p.3-11


Deca (1934 label), a capsule corporate history, by Colin Escott, *Goldmine* Aug 19, 1994, p.70,72

Electron (1928 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Embassy (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

England—Record Labels (Acoustic Era), by Arthur Badrock, is a useful bibliography of discographies which have been published in various places, covering 35 English labels, *Historic Record* No. 31 (Apr 1994), p.24-28

Excelsior (1950s cylinders) by L.E. Anderson, the author reminisces about his home-made cylinder “label” of the 1950s, *Sound Box* Mar, May 1994, p.unnumbered


Golden Tongue (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Gracelon (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries


Gramophone Co. in Australia in the early 1900s, a postscript to the article “Mr.
Bohanna Goes Down Under," which ran in issues 7, 10 and 17, Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.16

Grand Free (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Hepp-Columbia (c.1898 cylinder label), by Lynn Anderson, illustrates a music store label pasted over a Columbia cylinder box, Sound Box May 1994, p.cover

HMV (1920s Australian label), “The HMV Letters” reproduces original correspondence pertaining to the establishment of the Australian label in 1925, cont., Australasian Record & Music Review Apr 1994, p.18-20


Lansbury’s Labour Weekly (1920s U.K. label) — see New Leader (label)

Lyric (1931 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Melotone (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries


Orpheus (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Paramount (1928 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Plaza (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Regent (1920s Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Regent (1920s Australian label), discog., Australasian Record & Music Review Jan 1994, p.17-21

Starr (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Sterling (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

Summit (1931 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries


Various labels, 1940s-1950s, “IAJRC-RRA Record Label Book Project” by Phil Oldham, lists 26 obscure jazz labels of this period, with brief information on each, and an appeal for more, in “Phil's Place,” IAJRC Journal Summer 1994, p.42

Victor “Red Seal” Lawsuit (1940), by Herman Paikoff, details Victor’s suit against Columbia and Decca attempting to prevent them from issuing red-label discs; testimony; New Amberola Graphic Jan, Apr 1994, p.Ja:10-13,Ap:10-14


Victor (1930s label), “The Question of ‘Z’ Pressings,” discusses the letter code appearing on some 12" Victor classical releases of the 1930s, in “Who Knows?” column, Victrola and 78 Journal Fall 1994, p.31

Worth (c.1930 Australian label), — see Clifford Industries

**Classical**


Ansermet, Ernest, “Performances and Recordings of Ernest Ansermet,” by Thomas Simone, with a select discog., *Recollections* Fall 1993, p.3-7


**Country, Folk, Ethnic**


Callahan Brothers, The, the photo essay, Old Time Country Spring 1994, p.18-19
Cantrells, The, by Carin Joy Condon, Bluegrass Unlimited May 1994, p.28-32
Clements, Zeke, obit., by Walter V. Saunders, Bluegrass Unlimited Jul 1994, p.21
Folger, Billy, “Louisiana’s Boyfriend,” a feature article, Old Time Country Fall 1993/Winter 1994, p.4-11
Heritage, “Traditional Bluegrass with Conviction,” by Joe Ross, Bluegrass Unlimited Aug 1994, p.41-45
King, James, “Bringing in Some New Old Songs,” by Janice Brown McDonald, Bluegrass Unlimited Sep 1994, p.42-45
Laur, Katie, by Carin Joy Condon, Bluegrass Unlimited Jun 1994, p.56-63
Lincoln County Partners, “Traditional Bluegrass in Carolina” by Caleb Brown, Bluegrass Unlimited Sep 1994, p.58-61
Lynch, Claire, by Jerry Wilson, Bluegrass Unlimited May 1994, p.22-26
McEuen, John, by Nancy Cardwell, “String Wizard & Media Producer Extraordinaire of the ’90s,” about the former member of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Bluegrass Unlimited Sep 1994, p.18-23
Mooney, Clay, by Clarence Greene, Bluegrass Unlimited Jun 1994, p.89-91
Reid, Bill, by Jerry Steinberg, W/D, Bluegrass Unlimited Apr 1994, p.61-62
Reid, Lou, Terry Baucom and Carolina, by Joe Ross, about the bluegrass band, Bluegrass Unlimited Jun 1994, p.18-26
Rinzler, Ralph (folklorist), obit., by Richard D. Smith, Bluegrass Unlimited Aug 1994, p.18
Smith, Roger, “Musician, Teacher, Promoter,” by Frank Overstreet, Bluegrass Unlimited May 1994, p.36-38
Stanley, Pete, and Brian Golbey, “Roots of British Bluegrass” by Mike Fenton, Bluegrass Unlimited Jul 1994, p.34-40
Tashian, Barry and Holly, by Stephen Ide, Bluegrass Unlimited Apr 1994, p.33-38

Jazz, Blues, Gospel

Baldry, Long John, “It Still Ain’t Easy,” by Dave Thompson, W/D, Goldmine Apr 29, 1994, p.72,74,125,126
Barker, Danny, obit., by Gene Hyden, Tailgate Ramblings Apr 1994, p.3-4
Barker, Danny, obit., by Floyd Levin, IAJRC Journal Spring 1994, p.54
Barker, Danny, obits. by Floyd Levin & Scott Aiges, New Orleans Music Jun 1994, p.12-17
Beiderbecke, Bix, “Memories of Bix,” by Norman P. Gentieu, notes from an unfinished biography by Robert Harrington, part 3, IAJRC Journal Summer 1994, p.8-10
Benford, Thomas, obit., New Amberola Graphic Apr 1994, p.19
Blues — “The First Blues on 78s,” by Jas Obrecht, discusses 1920s recordings, with a chronology of early black artists recording songs with “blues” in the title (1917-23) Victrola and 78 Journal Fall 1994, p.8-13
Boyd, Eddie, obit., by Bill Dahl, Goldmine Sep 16, 1994, p.8
Bunch, John, an interview with the pianist by Phil Atteberry, Mississippi Rag Apr 1994, p.21-22
Burns, Nelson “Buddy,” obit., by Mike Hazeldine, New Orleans Music Sep 1994, p.21
Dolliole, Milford Servian, obit. by Mike Hazeldine, New Orleans Music Sep 1994, p.20

Ellington, Duke, a letter from reader by John C. Hornsby contains extensive addenda to an article in the October 29, 1993 issue, Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p.15,193,195


Fud and His Fuddy-Bears — see Rhythm Wreckers, The

Gillespie, Dizzy, obit., by Ralph Berton, in “Berton’s Corner,” Music Box Spring 1993, p.19-20

Gillespie, Dizzy, obit., by Stephen M. Stroff, in “Jazzin’ Around,” Music Box Spring 1993, p.32-34


Henderson, Fletcher, in 1933, by Spike Hughes, “Hawkins the Equisite,” reprint from The Melody Maker, June 3, 1933, Jerry’s Rhythm Rag Fall 1993, p.30-31

Holmes, Clarence “Buster,” obit. by Barry Martyn, New Orleans Music Jun 1994, p.16-17

Humphrey, Willie James, obits. by Mike Hazeldine et al, New Orleans Music Sep 1994, p.16-20

Humphrey, Willie, obit., Tailgate Ramblings Jul 1994, p.3


Jazz — “Tin Pan Alley and the Beginning of Jazz,” by Tim Gracyk, explores appearances of the word jazz (or jass, or jas) on records of the 1910s, Victrola and 78 Journal Fall 1994, p.2-7

Jazz — Early Bands on Record, “Jurassic Park Jazz” by Brian Rust, discusses the New Orleans Jazz Band (1918), Louisiana Five, Happy Six, Sync Jazz Band, and others, Hillandale News Apr 1994, p.14-16


Littlejohn, Johnny, obit., by Bill Dahl, Goldmine Apr 1, 1994, p.8


“Milenberg Joys” (song), some 1920s recordings discussed, by Tom Tsotsi, in “Listening in the Amen Corner,” Joslin’s Jazz Journal May 1994, p.15

Moore, Marilyn, “Moody Marilyn Moore,” by Ralph Berton, in “Berton’s Corner,”


**Music Box Summer 1993, p.27-29**

Musical Maniacs, The — see Rhythm Wreckers, The
Norvo, Red, a brief sketch by Donald A. Burns, in “The Big Band Clock,” *Record Finder* Jul 1994, p.4
Ramirez, Roger “Ram,” “After All These Years...,” by Johnny Simmen, *IAJRC Journal* Spring 1994, p.1-4
Rhythm Maniacs, The — see Rhythm Wreckers, The
“Saturday Night Swing Club” (CBS radio series), by Annemarie Ewing, an April 1938 article from *Down Beat* on the show, and radio logs compiled by Robert E. Inman, *Jerry's Rhythm Rag* Fall 1993, p.12-19
Scott, Buddy, obit., by Bill Dahl, *Goldmine* Apr 1, 1994, p.8
Scott, Raymond, a brief sketch by Donald A. Burns, in “The Big Band Clock,” *Record Finder* Apr/May 1994, p.5
Trumbauer, Frank, Orchestra, “Two Letters From Dixie?”, by Norman P. Gentieu, discusses the song recorded by Trumbauer in 1928, whose correct title is “A Letter From Dixie,” *IAJRC Journal* Summer 1994, p.23-25
Washboard Rhythm Kings, 1933 Victor recordings, by Tom Tsotsi, *Joslin's Jazz Journal* Aug 1994, p.6-7

**Rock, Rhythm & Blues**


Creach, Papa John, obit., by Steve Roesser, *Goldmine* Apr 1, 1994, p.8


Greenwich, Ellie, “America’s Songwriting Sweetheart,” by Cub Coda, an interview with the pop songwriter, with a partial list of her songs and artists who recorded them, *Goldmine* May 27, 1994, p.28-32,36,38,42-48,62
Havens, Richie, “Mixed Bag,” by Richard Skelly, an interview, W/D (LPs),
Goldmine Jun 10, 1994, p.64-70
Hyland, Brian, “Bikinis, Gypsies, Jokers and Stooges,” by Dawn Eden, W/D, 
Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p.63-66,195
Jay & the Americans, “Only in America,” by Jay Warner, a capsule history, W/D, 
DISCoveries Apr 1994, p.44,47
Jett, Joan, “Purely, Simply, Joan Jett,” by Carl Cafarelli, an interview, W/D,
“Jody” (character in several 1970s R&B songs), by Jeff Hannusch, W/D; more in letters column, May 27, 1994; Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p.68,194
Jones, Tommy “Madman,” obit., by Robert Pruter, Goldmine Jun 24, 1994, p.8
Keystoners, The, “Kickin’ With the Keystoners,” by Robert Bosco, W/D, Echoes of the Past No. 28 (Summer 1994), p.4-9
King, Ben E., “Magic Moments with Ben E. King,” by Bil Carpenter, W/D, 
DISCoveries Jul 1994, p.25-31
Leckenby, Derek, obit., by Dawn Eden, Goldmine Jul 8, 1994, p.8
Little Anthony and the Imperials, “Back in Harmony,” by Dennis Garvey, W/D, 
Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p.50-62,194
Memphis Horns, The, “Brass With Class,” by Mike Freeman & Cindy Hazen, W/D, 
Goldmine Jul 22, 1994, p.60-64,70,115
Otis, Shuggie, by Greg Cahill, about the guitarist-son of famed performer Johnny Otis, Goldmine Apr 1, 1994, p.32,36,122
Overbea, Danny, obit., by Robert Pruter, Goldmine Jun 24, 1994, p.8
Penn, Dan (songwriter), “The People's Poet Ponders His Past” by Al Kooper, Goldmine Sep 2, 1994, p.46-58,66-70
Ridgley, Tommy, “King of the Stroll,” by Jeff Hannusch, DISCoveries Aug 1994, p. 43-44
Rotten, Johnny (of the Sex Pistols), by Ralph Heibutzki, DISCoveries Aug 1994, p. 31-36
Scott, Billy, and the Prophets, by Chris Beachley, W/D, DISCoveries Apr 1994, p. 36-37,39
Spector, Jack (disc jockey), obit., by Jeff Tamarkin, (the New York d.j. died at the microphone), Goldmine Apr 15, 1994, p. 8
Tune Tones, “I Was a Teenage Tune Tone” by Allen Levy, by a member of the obscure 1950s group. DISCoveries Apr 1994, p.38-39
War (group), “All Day Music For All Time,” by Steve Roesser, W/D, Goldmine Sep 2, 1994, p.28-34,38,42,44,60-64
Preservation and Reproduction of Recordings

Cleaning 78s, Advice for collectors, by Dave Cooper, in “Talking Shellac,” Memory Lane Summer 1994, p.24-25

Cleaning 78s, tips for the collector, by Tom Hawthorn, in “For the Record”; Kevin Barrett responds in the July issue, p.8; Hawthorn responds to Barrett in Aug, p.8; In The Groove Jun 1994, p.7-8

Playback and Care of Records, “Sound Advice” by Phil Oldham a directory to turntables, stylii, equalizers, storage materials, cataloging software, and other collectors’ supplies, IAJRC Journal Winter 1994, p.43-44


Playback of 78s, by Randall Stehle, “Optimization of Playback of Vintage 78 rpm Records” discusses recording characteristics, turnover, rolloff, etc., Joslin’s Jazz Journal May 1994, p.9-10

Playback of 78s, “A Visit to Abbey Road,” by Chris Hamilton, describes transfer techniques currently used by EMI (more in Aug 1994 issue, p.111-112), Hillandale News Apr 1994, p.18

Playback of 78s, “Cement Mixers and Other Record Playing Systems,” by Roger Beardsley, is a guide to currently available equipment for the collector, The Record Collector Vol. 39 No. 2 (Apr/May/Jun 1994), p.119-122

Playback of 78s, “The Big Bertha Experience” by L. Miles Mallinson, describes the enormous acoustic gramophone specially constructed by Nimbus Records to transfer early discs (they prefer placing microphones in front of an original machine to the more usual electrical transfers), Hillandale News Apr 1994, p.3-7


Phonographs

Columbia Home Grand Graphophone (c.1900), a photo essay, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1994, p.3


Edison Phonographic Doll (c.1890), a reprint from the 1897 book Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, illus., New Amberola Graphic Apr 1994, p.3

Edison reproducer, “Blind Obsession,” by Bob Waltrip, describes how the author, without the “remotest spark of scientific knowledge,” restored a Diamond Disc reproducer, New Amberola Graphic Jan 1994, p.18


Phono-Metro-Phone, a machine to treat stuttering, by Bill Feiner, In The Groove Jul 1994, p.1,4-5

Polyphone (1898 cylinder phonograph), by George Paul, with illustrations, in
Victor “Schoolhouse” phonograph, by L.E. Anderson reminisces about acoustic phonographs he remembers from his school days, long ago, Sound Box Jul 1994, p.unnumbered

Tim Brooks is Senior Vice President, Research for the USA cable network in New York. He has written numerous articles and books on television and the history of the recording industry.